Abstract: We introduce a perturbation h µν onto a background Lifshitz spacetime and examine some of its consequences. In particular, we consider a radially localized perturbation and compute the resulting holographic Green's function to linearized order. At leading order, the Lifshitz Green's function demonstrates suppression of spectral weight at low frequencies, and this feature allows bulk perturbations in the IR to be partially hidden from local boundary probes.
Introduction
The question: 'can holography be applied to condensed matter physics?' excites the many who intuit the answer is positive. Still, making connections with materials and garnering novel insight to inform both sides of the gauge-gravity duality is an ongoing effort. The nature of this duality leads to the focus on regions near quantum critical points, where important properties of the system are governed by scale invariance. In the relativistic case, this is generally extended to full conformal invariance, while for condensed matter systems, the theory at the quantum critical point may be described by Lifshitz or Schrödinger symmetry with possible hyperscaling violation.
While much initial work on non-relativistic holography have been limited to systems with Euclidean or Galilean symmetry, realistic condensed matter systems are generally categorized as having a space or point group discrete symmetry -a lattice -that breaks these continuous symmetries. This has led to the introduction of holographic models that explicitly break translational invariance [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Moreover, the addition of impurities, or more generally disorder [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] has extended the range of phenomena that can be addressed via non-relativistic holography.
What the addition of a lattice or random disorder does is to modify the bulk geometry away from the simple case of, e.g., a pure Lifshitz background. While, in general, such modifications would be spread out along the radial (i.e. holographic) direction, it is also possible to consider the effect of localized perturbations on the system. Moreover, even if the disorder is not radially localized, so long as it is sufficiently weak, it can be treated using linearized perturbation theory, and hence can be viewed as a superposition of localized perturbations.
In contrast with the relativistic case, where bulk perturbations are causally connected to the boundary and can directly influence boundary dynamics, in non-relativistic holography such perturbations can be 'hidden' from the boundary. In particular, under certain conditions, modifications to the IR geometry or the horizon boundary conditions will leave only an exponentially small imprint on local observables in the boundary theory [21, 22] . One consequence of this is that the smearing function [23] [24] [25] does not exist for a Lifshitz bulk, and another is the suppression of spectral weight in the low-frequency limit [21, 26, 27] .
In this paper, we explore in more detail the effect of a perturbation in the Lifshitz bulk on the holographic scalar Green's function G(ω, k) of the boundary theory and quantify the range of frequency and momenta for which it becomes insensitive to the perturbation. We will focus on a Lifshitz bulk with unperturbed metric
and add to it a perturbation of the form
At linearized order in the metric perturbation, the bulk scalar equation, ( − m 2 )φ = 0, takes the form
3)
where h = h µ µ . This equation can be solved perturbatively for φ. In particular, we let φ = φ 0 + κφ 1 , where φ 0 solves the unperturbed equation ( 0 − m 2 )φ 0 = 0. The perturbed field φ 1 , then solves (1.3) with φ 0 substituted on the right-hand side. As a result, we need to solve the bulk scalar equation of motion with a source term. This may be accomplished by obtaining the bulk scalar Green's function
In fact, the Green's function itself represents the response to a fully localized perturbation in the bulk. Thus we can extract the effects of bulk perturbations by direct examination of the Green's function solution, and this is the approach that we take below. We will primarily work with z = 2 Lifshitz where analytical results are possible, but will extend our results to general z > 1 using the WKB approximation. In the following section, we will compute the perturbed holographic two-point function, and in section 3 we will examine its properties, and in particular address the question of when the bulk perturbation is visible or hidden from the boundary. We then conclude in section 4.
Holographic two-point functions
We briefly review the linear-response prescription for the holographic Green's functions for general z, and then focus on the z = 2 Lifshitz case, where an analytic solution is available. For the unperturbed metric (1.1), the bulk scalar equation ( 0 − m 2 )φ = 0 reduces to
where we have taken φ(t, x, r) = f (r)e i( k· x−ωt) . At the boundary, r → 0, the asymptotic behavior is given by a sum of power laws,
where
Here B and A are the coefficients of the normalizable and non-normalizable modes, respectively. For z > 1, the near-horizon (r → ∞) behavior is oscillatory, and takes the form
The holographic retarded Green's function can then be computed as the ratio of the normalizable mode (response) over the non-normalizable mode (source), assuming in-falling boundary conditions at the horizon (b = 0), consistent with causality requirements
This requires connecting the horizon behavior, specified by a and b, to the boundary behavior, given by A and B.
The zeroth order solution
In general, the scalar equation (2.1) is not solvable analytically and must be treated via WKB or other approximate methods. However, for z = 1 (AdS) and z = 2 (Lifshitz), the scalar equation is exactly solvable in terms of Bessel and Whittaker functions, respectively. In any case, we find it convenient to rewrite the second order equation into Schrödinger form and to transform to dimensionless variables. To do so, we take
The resulting equation is then
(2.8)
For general z, we may consider a WKB approximation. Although this approximation must be treated with care, it can be used to extract the imaginary part of the Green's function (i.e. the spectral function). Taking infalling boundary conditions for the zeroth order solution gives
where 10) and ζ * is the classical turning point,Û (ζ * ) = 0. HereÛ (ζ) = U (ζ) + 1/4ζ 2 is the shifted potential appropriate to the WKB approximation for an inverse-squared potential. For later construction of the bulk scalar Green's function, we also note that WKB solution that is normalizable at the boundary is given by
The holographic Green's function can be extracted by the boundary behavior of ψ + , which has both a normalizable ∼ e −S and a non-normalizable ∼ e S component. Transforming back to the radial coordinate r and extracting the A and B coefficients according to (2.2) then gives the WKB approximation to the spectral function
The behavior of the spectral function depends on the location of the turning point ζ * . For ωL/ν > (kL/ν) z , the turning point lies in the 1/ζ 2 region of the effective Schrödinger potential, and the spectral function has a power-law behavior, χ ∼ ω 2ν/z . For smaller ω, the spectral weight becomes exponentially suppressed, and a matched asymptotic expansion gives [26] χ ≈ ek 2ν
(2.13)
The z = 2 case
When z = 2, the WKB approximation is not needed since the scalar equation can be solved in terms of Whittaker functions. The infalling and normalizable solutions are given by
where α = k 2 L/2ω. For the retarded Green's function, we take the infalling solution ψ + and make use of the small argument expansion [28] W −iα/2,ν/2 (−2iζ)
Expanding this for large α shows that there is exponential suppression in the spectral function on the order of e −πα . We now consider the perturbed case and seek to show that such suppression still exists in the first-order shift in the holographic Green's function in this large α limit.
The first order solution
In order to obtain the first order solution due to a bulk metric perturbation, we first construct the bulk scalar Green's function (1.4). Taking the unperturbed metric to be of the form (1.1) and working in momentum space gives
where g ω,k (r, r ) satisfies the bulk equation (2.1) with a delta-function source (r/L) z+d−1 δ(r − r ) on the right-hand side. Transforming to the dimensionless ζ coordinate given in (2.6) and working out the jump condition at the delta function then gives the bulk scalar Green's function 18) where W = ψ n (dψ + /dζ) − (dψ n /dζ)ψ + is the Wronskian. Here ζ < = min(ζ, ζ ) and ζ > = max(ζ, ζ ). Note that we have taken the boundary conditions to be infalling and the horizon and normalizable at the boundary. Given this bulk scalar Green's function, the first order solution to (1.3) then takes the form
The source ρ(ω, k, r ) can be obtained from the right-hand side of (1.3). While the general expression is rather lengthy and not all that enlightening, it takes a more concise form for traceless metric perturbations, h = 0. In this case, we find 20) which is simply the convolution of the zeroth order solution with the traceless metric perturbation. Here we are working in the gauge h µ r = h rr = 0, and we have taken k µ = (ω, k) to streamline the notation. Since we are interested in extracting the retarded Green's function from the boundary behavior of φ(ω, k, r), we take the limit r → 0. Substituting in the zeroth order solution φ 0 = r d/2 ψ + and transforming to the dimensionless ζ variable then gives
where we have restored the (ω, k) dependence of the infalling, ψ + , and normalizable, ψ n , wavefunctions. Here we have assumed the metric perturbation is contained in the bulk, so that h µν (k, ζ ) vanishes for ζ < ζ c for a fixed ζ c . The convolution in (2.21) arises because momentum is not conserved for general metric perturbations. However, for a translationally invariant perturbation h µν (r), the above simplifies to
In order to extract the retarded Green's function, we parameterize the boundary behavior of ψ + and ψ n by
This allows us to compute the Wronskian, and we find W = −2(ν/z)Â +Bn . Using (2.5), we finally obtain
A radially localized perturbation
The expression (2.24) gives the first order shift in the retarded Green's function for translationally invariant perturbations to the bulk metric in terms of an integral over the radial profile of the perturbation multiplied by the square of the normalized infalling wavefunction ψ + (ζ). The reason for the square is that the boundary source has to propagate into the bulk, then scatter off the metric perturbation, and finally propagate back out to the boundary.
To get a general idea of the behavior of the G R (ω, k) and its sensitivity to bulk perturbations, we now consider a radially localized metric fluctuation
where A ij is constant and has vanishing trace. Substituting this into (2.24) then gives
where ζ 0 = (ωL)(r 0 /L) z /z from (2.6). Since scale invariance is broken by the perturbation at bulk radius r 0 , the Green's function now depends non-trivially on ω and k. For fixed r 0 , we can introduce the scaled quantitieŝ
In this case, we have
In the WKB approximation, (2.9) we find The retarded Green's function then takes the form
30) where
Recall that ζ * is the classical turning point in the WKB potential.
Properties of the perturbed Green's function
We now wish to examine the general features of the retarded Green's function and its ability to probe bulk perturbations localized at r 0 . Since no analytic solution is available for generic values of the critical exponent z, we turn to the WKB approximation, (2.30). Here it is important to recall that the real part of the unperturbed Green's function, G (0) R , cannot be obtained within the WKB framework, as the holographic prescription requires the extraction of the normalizable mode from the bulk wavefunction that is dominated by the non-normalizable mode. Since the non-normalizable mode can be chosen to be real, it will not affect the imaginary component of the Green's function.
Taking the imaginary part of (2.30) then gives the spectral function
Here
is a factor of O(1) that captures the oscillatory behavior of the solution when the WKB solution is in the classically allowed region. The dominant behavior of the spectral function arises from the tunneling factor e −2S , and is the same for the zeroth and first order terms. We thus find power-law behavior at high frequencies and exponential suppression governed by (2.13) at low frequencies. Moreover, this suppression of spectral weight is roughly independent of the position r 0 of the perturbation. Heuristically, this can be understood since the location of the perturbation is unimportant in the absence of any quasiparticles that can probe it. Although the real part of G
R cannot be determined from the WKB approximation, the real part, and hence magnitude of G R can be trusted, as the first order perturbation is parametrically small and can be isolated from the non-normalizable component of the bulk wavefunction. Of course, the only physical observable is the total Green's function,
R + · · · . Nevertheless, it is instructive to examine the magnitude of G 
In particular, the WKB tunneling factor e −2S suppresses the magnitude of G
R up to the location of the perturbation, but not beyond the classical turning point ζ * . Beyond that, there is no additional suppression as the wavefunction becomes oscillatory.
In terms of the scaled quantitiesω andk, the WKB potential (2.8) takes the form
The competition of the first two power-law terms determines the nature of the WKB wavefunction. For (ω/ν) (k/ν) z , the classical turning point lies in the steep 1/ζ 2 region, and the WKB result yields power-law behavior. However, for (ω/ν) (k/ν) z , a tunneling region develops, and the wavefunction is exponentially suppressed as we approach the horizon. What this indicates is that |G 
Case Region
Partial exponential suppression IVω/ν >k/ν andω/ν < (k/ν) z Maximum exponential suppression (ω > zζ * ) Cases II and IV correspond to the perturbation at r 0 lying to the right (towards the IR) of the classical turning point ζ * . The behavior of the perturbed Green's function, |G (1) R |, is shown in Fig. 1 .
The z = 2 case
For generic values of the critical exponent z, the WKB potential (3.4) is non-analytic in ζ. However, for z = 2, it simplifies to ν 2 /(4ζ 2 ) +k 2 /(2ωζ) − 1, and the WKB integral (2.10) can be performed exactly, with the result
where we have taken the limit → 0, and where α =k 2 /2ω. This expression is valid up to the classical turning point given by ζ * = (α + √ α 2 + ν 2 )/2. The divergent factor −(ν/2) log cancels the −ν term in (3.3) , as it must.
So long as the location of the background perturbation, r 0 , is to the left of the tunneling region, we do not expect any exponential suppression in the magnitude of G (1) R . This corresponds to cases I and II above. Forω 1 andk 1, which essentially corresponds to r 0 approaching the boundary, we may expand the WKB integral to obtain
This remains unsuppressed in the zero frequency limit, providedk is fixed and taken to be small. We now consider cases III and IV, where we expect to see exponential suppression. Here the WKB expression (3.5) can be further approximated by neglecting terms that do not contribute toward exponential suppression. The result gives
Here we have defined
The function Ξ(u) interpolates between the boundary and turning point, and describes the exponential suppression (or lack thereof) as a function of u. In particular, Ξ(u) begins at zero forω = 0 and ends at π/2, so that the maximum exponential suppression is of the form |G
R | ∼ e −πk 2 /2ω , in agreement with the corresponding asymptotic expression, (3.14), in the limit where the location of the perturbation, r 0 , approaches the horizon.
Of course, the z = 2 case admits an exact perturbative solution in terms of Whittaker functions. The zeroth order expression (2.16) can be written in terms ofω andk as
where we made use of the reflection formula Γ(z)Γ(1 − z) = π csc(πz), and where α =k 2 /2ω. The low and high frequency expansion of the zeroth order Green's function has the form
The low-frequency expression shows the characteristic exponential suppression of spectral weight, χ ∼ e −πk 2 /2ω associated with z = 2.
The first order shift in the Green's function can be obtained by substituting (2.14) into the first order correction (2.28), with the result
Using the series and asymptotic forms of the Whittaker function [28]
we find
e −πα e iωω−iα ,ω 1.
(3.14) In particular, we see that G
(1) R becomes real and independent of frequency for a metric perturbation near the boundary (i.e. as r 0 → 0). This matches the boundary expansion of the WKB result (3.6) at leading order in ν, and is consistent with the WKB expansion being in inverse powers of ν. On the other hand, the behavior for a perturbation near the horizon is more complicated. The main feature to observe is the exponential factor e −πα = e −πk 2 /2ω , which suppresses the sensitivity to the perturbation in the low-frequency limit.
Suppression factors for arbitrary z
Guided by the z = 2 case examined above, we expect to see the same features of powerlaw versus exponential suppression in the sensitivity of the retarded Green's function to bulk metric perturbations for Lifshitz theories with arbitrary critical exponent. Since analytical results are not available for z = 2, we will focus on the WKB approximation in order to gain insight into the general behavior of the Green's function.
As we have noted above, the dominant behavior of the spectral function is given by the unperturbed result (2.13), which is independent of the location r 0 of the perturbation. On the other hand, the absolute magnitude of the perturbed Green's function, |G (1) R |, can serve as a probe of r 0 . In general, we expect the WKB result (3.3) to give rise to a partial suppression of the form
The function Ξ(u) can be obtained by splitting up the WKB integral based on ζ , the crossover scale where the α/ζ 2(1−1/z) term dominates the ν 2 /ζ 2 term in the potential. Assuming the regions are well-separated, which holds in the smallω limit, we can perform a matched asymptotic expansion
The first term cancels the power-law divergent prefactor in (3.3) and provides an overall power-law factor, while the second term gives the r 0 dependent suppression factor
As in (3.9), the parameter u = (ω/k) 2 goes from zero at the boundary to one at the classical turning point. The expression for Ξ(u) reduces to (3.8) for the case of z = 2.
The suppression factor Ξ(u) attains its maximum value at the classical turning point u = 1. Taking the limit gives
, (3.18) in agreement with (2.13). The behavior of Ξ(u) for several values of the critical exponent is shown in Fig. 2 .
Conclusions
One of the underlying features of holography is the general relation between the bulk radial direction and energy scale in the dual field theory, with the boundary corresponding to the UV and the deep interior to the IR. While this relation can be made more precise in several ways, we have probed the bulk geometry by studying the effect of a radially localized perturbation on the holographic Green's function. In particular, we expect the location of the perturbation, r 0 , to be encoded through the dependence of G R (ω,k) on the dimensionless frequencyω = ωr z 0 and wavenumberk = kr 0 . In the relativistic (z = 1) case, a straightforward computation gives the spectral function where q = √ ω 2 − k 2 andq = qr 0 . (The spectral function vanishes for ω < k, as there is no spectral weight 'under' the relativistic dispersion relation ω = k.) The function F(q) arises from the imaginary part of the bulk to boundary propagator, and takes the form
cos(πν − 2q),q ν.
The inclusion of the square-root factor is somewhat artificial, but is used to bring this expression for the z = 1 spectral function into the WKB form of (3.1). The dominant feature that we observe is the power-law behavior of the spectral weight, χ ∼ q 2ν , which is consistent with conformal invariance. This is broken by the bulk perturbation at r 0 , as can be seen through the explicit dependence on r 0 andq. We are now in a position to address how well we see the perturbation at location r 0 . Since F(q) is a function of O(1) throughout its domain, the imprint of the perturbation on the spectral function is of the form
At fixed wavenumber k, we see that δχ/χ approaches a constant, independent of frequency, for small q, but falls off as k 2 /q for large q. The transition point is given by q ≈ ν/r 0 . Moreover, the large q behavior is oscillatory, as can be seen from (4.2). From a holographic point of view, we expect high frequency probes to be sensitive to the UV (i.e. the region close to the boundary), and this is consistent with the behavior seen here. In particular, for fixed r 0 , δχ/χ remains mostly constant up until ω 2 ≈ k 2 + ν 2 /r 2 0 , and then begins to fall off, eventually reaching a high-frequency behavior δχ/χ ∼ 1/ω.
Of course, in order to actually see the perturbation, there must be sufficient spectral weight at the frequency of the probe. In the z = 1 case, this shows up as the power-law prefactor χ ∼ q 2ν in (4.1). However, this behavior is rather different in the Lifshitz case. In particular, the WKB result (3.1) gives the leading order behavior χ ∼ e −2S along with the perturbation δχ χ ∼ k 2 r 0 |ν 2 + (kr 0 ) 2 − (ωr z 0 ) 2 | , 4) which is a natural generalization of (4.3) to the Lifshitz case. Again, for fixed wavenumber and r 0 , this is roughly constant at small frequencies and falls off as 1/ω at high frequencies. However, the visibility of this perturbation crucially depends on whether this is sufficient spectral weight at the frequency of the probe. At sufficiently large frequencies, there is no suppression, and in principle the entire bulk geometry is visible. On the other hand, at low frequencies, the spectral weight is exponentially suppressed, and no probes of the bulk geometry are available. Taken together with δχ/χ, we see that bulk Lifshitz perturbations in the IR can be partially hidden, as only high frequency probes are available, and such probes are power-law suppressed deep in the bulk. The exponential suppression of spectral weight below the non-relativistic dispersion relation is a universal feature of Lifshitz spacetimes, and furthermore provides an obstruction to the construction of a smearing function for the bulk reconstruction of local boundary operators [21] . The lack of a smearing function suggests that the bulk geometry itself cannot be fully recovered from the boundary, and this is consistent with the exponentially suppressed sensitivity to bulk perturbations in either the small ω or large k limit.
Finally, although we have focused on spatially homogeneous bulk perturbations, it would be natural to consider the case of broken translational symmetry, such as would occur with a bulk lattice. While such lattices typically extend to the boundary, the interesting physical regime is often at long wavelengths and low frequencies. In this case, the bulk geometry near the horizon is relevant, and as we have seen there is partial suppression of its imprint on the holographic Green's function. More generally, we may expect regimes of suppressed spectral weight any time relativistic invariance is broken, and this can lead to interesting implications for holographic systems.
